
Summary: too few intervals contain the pop 
mean, so have to make intervals bigger.



a: 
I: 2.776 ii: 4.604 iii: 2.009 iv: 1.962 v: 1.960
(you check these)

b: t* gets bigger (like z*)
c: t* gets closer and closer to z*



Round df down to next lowest value in table.



t*= 2.201    (95%, 11 df)

CI: x±t
* s

n  or 77.83 +/- 21.29, 

56.54 to 99.12

StatCrunch: t-statistics- 1-sample – with 
summary (get CI rather than test)

95% confidence interval results: 
μ : population mean 

Mean Sample Mean Std. Err. DF L. Limit U. Limit

μ 77.83 9.673504 11 56.53876 99.12124



a: between 0.02 and 0.025
b: multiply a: by 2: between 0.04 and 0.05
you do the rest



Ha: mu<90
H0: mu=90
t=x−

s /n = (77.83-90)/(33.51/sqrt(12))=-1.258

P-value: throw away minus sign, between 0.10 
and 0.15: do not reject H0, no evidence that 
mean accessory sales at this bike shop are less.

StatCrunch:

Hypothesis test results: 
μ : population mean 
H0 : μ = 90 

HA : μ < 90

Mean Sample Mean Std. Err. DF T-Stat P-value

μ 77.83 9.673504 11 -1.2580757 0.1172



P-value 0.1172 is between 0.10 and 0.15.



T procedures are “robust” meaning that it 
doesn't matter too much what the population 
distribution is (as long as not too far from 
normal).



Below, ∣t∣ means t without its minus sign.

H a t0 t0

H a :≠0 2 x P-val for 
∣t∣

2 x P-val for t

H a :0 P-val for ∣t∣ large
H a :0 large P-val for t



skip this one today



a: 2 measurements on each of the 13 infants

One-sample t on difference as shown:
t=(0.767-0)/(0.524/sqrt(13))=5.278, 
P-value less than 0.0005: 
evidence the drug helps. (StatCrunch gives P-
value less than 0.0001.)

CI: t*=1.782, interval 0.767 +/- 1.782 
(0.524/sqrt(13)) = from 0.51 to 1.03.



skip this one and the remaining questions





skip this one



Skip this one.


